Biomaterials for Stem Cell Therapy for Cardiac Disease.
Myocardial Infarction (MI) in cardiac disease is the result of heart muscle losses due to a wide range of factors. Cardiac muscle failure is a crucial condition that provokes life-threatening outcomes. Heretofore, regeneration therapies in MI have used stem-cell-based therapy instantly after a myocardial injury to prevent the disease process and tissue malfunction. Despite the therapeutic utility of stem-cell-based regenerative therapy, barriers to successful treatment have been addressed. In this chapter, we illustrate a variety of emerging biomaterial strategies for enhancing the function of therapeutic stem cells, such as cell surface modification to synthetically endowing stem cells with new characteristics and hydrogels with its biological and mechanical properties. These investments offer a potential accompaniment to traditional stem-cell-based therapies for enhancing the efficacy of stem cell therapy to design properly activating cardiac tissues.